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Welcome to technical committee newsletter number 8, written by the AVA technical committee 

specifically for technical managers in the industry.  We hope you will find it interesting.  We would 

appreciate any comments or suggestions for items to be covered in future newsletters.  

 

Labelling  

You will be aware that the government has introduced new regulations on 

labelling ingredients on food sold in places like bakeries.  While this will not 

directly affect the great majority of the vending industry it is really important 

to ensure that the ingredient declaration on fresh food is clearly visible when 

the food is put in a glass fronted vendor. 

 

 

 

 

 

Micromarkets 

A number of members are considering becoming involved in the new 

micromarkets concept.  These systems can sell a wider range of products, 

including foods which need to be kept chilled.  Before considering getting 

into the use, transportation, storage or retailing of fresh food you need to 

work out how you are going to get it from the supplier to the machine 

safely and maintain the necessary temperature controls.  In addition you 

will need to keep records that prove you have maintained the cold chain 

throughout its journey.  You will also need to determine and be able to 

prove to anyone who asks that you have sourced your food from a safe and reputable source.  So, 

while you may be tempted to buy from small local suppliers, this may entail you accepting more 

responsibility for the quality and safety of the food, whether you realise it or not.  It is important 

to note that all staff will need to be trained to a level commensurate with their roles and activities, 

so depending on what you sell at present some staff may need additional food safety certification. 
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Hygiene training 

The AVA requires people to do their hygiene training every three years.  

This is common within the food industry; indeed some companies require 

retraining every two years.  It is worth noting that engineers handle the 

food equipment and they need hygiene training as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Engineers’ training programme 

In response to feed back on the portfolio of on-the-job training, this is 

currently being modified to make it simpler in terms of administration.  The 

revised portfolio will be available very shortly.  So far 144 engineers have 

passed the basic course which makes this the largest training programme 

ever for the vending industry in the UK.  The AVA is already taking bookings 

for courses next year. 

 

 

Recycling 

With Brexit occupying the news it might seem that nothing else is 

happening in government.  However, this is far from the truth and the 

legislative train is still running; the timetable is unchanged and big 

changes are scheduled starting in 2021 in Scotland and 2023 in the rest of 

the UK.  The AVA is involved in meetings on all the proposed regulations – 

on single use plastics, the latte levy, the deposit return scheme and the 

revision of the packaging waste regulations.  In all these conversations it 

is important for the Association to be able to quote examples of vending 

companies promoting recycling, whether that be efforts to recycle all 

packaging or success in encouraging clients to recycle cups.  Do let us know what you are doing.  It 

really is very important that vending cups are collected post use and recycled.  Many waste 

companies are now engaged and are offering routes to collection and recycling.  There is no 

excuse for any head office not to recycle, even if it just involves someone taking the cups to the 

local Costa when they go shopping. 

We have commented previously about the changes that are about to take place in the supply of 

refrigerant gasses.  Note that chillers should be recycled by a professional company and you need 

a contract with a waste recycling company who will give you a note of how much they take away.  

It is important that the industry has the evidence that WEEE is being recycled correctly. 
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Microplastics in water 

You may have read or heard that micro and nano size pieces of plastic have 

been found in drinking water.  You can imagine how the eyes of filter 

manufacturers might light up at this news and I await the first offer from a 

supplier to provide a filter that will solve this problem.  However, do be 

aware that the size of particle goes down to a millionth of a millimetre and 

filtration at that level would have an effect on flow rate.  Do note as well 

that the standard for filtration does not go down to this level. 

 

 

 

 


